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Year Agent Deaths US Infected Globally Deaths Globally

1832-1866 Cholera 5-10% of population in 
large cities

Still present

1858 Scarlet fever 2 K 

1906-1907 Typhoid Mary 3 (53 infected)

1918 Spanish Flu (H1N1) 700 K 500 M 1/3 world 
population

50 M

1957-1958 Asian Flu (H2N2) 120 K 1.1 M

1968 H3N2 (Influenza A) 100 K 1 M

1981-Present HIV >700 K Still present 35 M

2003 SARS 0 (27 cases) 8 K 1 K

2009 Swine Flu 12 K 1.4 B 0.5 M

2014-2016 Ebola 2 (11 cases) 28 K 11 K

2015-Present Zika 100 K infected

2019-Present COVID-19 >200 K >30 M > 1 M
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https://instituteforfoodsafety.cornell.edu/coronavirus-covid-19/food-industry-resources/

https://instituteforfoodsafety.cornell.edu/coronavirus-covid-19/food-industry-resources/
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Key Questions and Decisions for the Food Industry:

1. Should we test for the agent that is causing the 

pandemic?

1a. Raw ingredients?

1b. Finished Product?

1c. Environment?

1d. Employees?

2. Should we modify the testing we are already doing?

2a. Raw ingredients?

2b. Finished Product?

2c. Environmental monitoring?
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Should we test Raw Ingredients for the agent that is 

causing the pandemic?

Should we test Finished Product for the agent that is 

causing the pandemic?
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Should we test Raw Ingredients and Finished 
Product for the agent that is causing the pandemic?

The spike is thought to have started at Xinfadi, one 
of the biggest wholesale food markets in Asia.

Following the new cases of COVID-19 some reports 
made a link to imported salmon and findings on a 
cutting board, supposedly used to prepare the fish in 
a wholesale market. 

Out of 40 positive samples from tests of employees 
and the environment at the market, one was taken 
from a cutting board used for fileting salmon.
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Should we test Raw Ingredients and Finished Product 

for the agent that is causing the pandemic?

https://www.foodprotection.org/members/files/7_29_20_Webinar.pdf; Aug. 5th, 2020

IAFP: COVID-19 & FOOD SAFETY GLOBAL SUMMIT, July 29th, 2020 

about:blank
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Should we test Raw Ingredients and Finished Product 

for the agent that is causing the pandemic?

- For SARS-Cov2? No.

- Maybe one day we will have to …        
(History: Cholera, Typhoid Fever, Scarlet Fever, …)   
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-philippines-birdflu-australia/philippines-bans-poultry-products-from-australia-
over-bird-flu-outbreak-idUSKCN25F0FH

about:blank
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Should we test Raw Ingredients and Finished Product 

for SARS-CoV-2?

No.
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Should we test Raw Ingredients and Finished Product 

for SARS-CoV-2?

No.

Why not?

Because SARS-CoV-2

is NOT a Foodborne virus.
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SARS-CoV-2:

- Enveloped virus

- Short half-life outside of the host

- Contaminated surfaces not identified as the major mode of transmission

- No food related cases identified so far …. and we are going towards 20M 

confirmed cases globally.
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Key Questions and Decisions for the Food Industry:

1. Should we test for the agent that is causing the 

pandemic?

1a. Raw ingredients?

1b. Finished Product?

1c. Environment?

1d. Employees?

2. Should we modify the testing we are already doing?

2a. Raw ingredients?

2b. Finished Product?

2c. Environmental monitoring?
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?

- Maybe one day we will have to … 

(History: Cholera, Typhoid Fever, Scarlet Fever, …)

- COVID-19? No.   
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?

- Maybe one day we will have to … 

(History: Cholera, Typhoid Fever, Scarlet Fever, …)

- COVID-19? No.   

Viral RNA vs. Viable virus
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?

- Maybe one day we will have to … 

(History: Cholera, Typhoid Fever, Scarlet Fever, …)

- COVID-19? No.   

Viral RNA vs. Viable virus

What would you use RNA Test for?

What information can viral RNA give you?
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Prevent employees 

from getting 

infected in the 

community
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Prevent employees 

from getting 

infected in the 

community

Prevent employees 

that DO get infected 

in the community 

from entering the 

facility
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Prevent employees 

from getting 

infected in the 

community

Prevent employees 

that DO get infected 

in the community 

from entering the 

facility

Prevent infected 

employees that DO 

enter the facility 

from DIRECTLY 

infecting other 

employees
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Prevent employees 

from getting 

infected in the 

community

Prevent employees 

that DO get infected 

in the community 

from entering the 

facility

Prevent infected 

employees that DO 

enter the facility 

from INDIRECTLY 

infecting other 

employees

Prevent infected 

employees that DO 

enter the facility 

from DIRECTLY 

infecting other 

employees
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?

➢Maybe for validation

➢Maybe because your employees would 

want you to
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?

➢Maybe for validation

➢Maybe because your employees would 

want you to
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?

➢Maybe for validation

➢Maybe because your employees would 

want you to

What is a good worker?
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?

➢Maybe for validation

➢Maybe because your employees would 

want you to

Safe Worker = Happy Worker = Worker
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Should we start an Environmental Monitoring Program 

that targets the agent that is causing the pandemic?

Environmental testing can show employees 

that the company does care/is doing all 

they can, and this perceived sense of safety 

can have a positive effect on the work-sprit 

and production.
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Key Questions and Decisions for the Food Industry:

1. Should we test for the agent that is causing the 

pandemic?

1a. Raw ingredients?

1b. Finished Product?

1c. Environment?

1d. Employees?

2. Should we modify the testing we are already doing?

2a. Raw ingredients?

2b. Finished Product?

2c. Environmental monitoring?
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Should we test employees for the agent that is causing 

the pandemic?
- Yes. We should have a program for testing employees.

- The type of program depends on number of different factors that companies 

should evaluate by them self and tailor the final program to their needs based 

on the risk. Some of the factors to consider …

- When you have a case among employees

- When employee has been in close contact with COVID-19 positive person

- When employee works with a medical worker

- When employee comes back from out of town/state travel

- When coming back from medical procedure regardless if it is COVID-19 

related or not.

- When employee is or works with someone who is at higher risk of 

developing severe illness

- Follow the cases in the community; respond with testing as needed
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Should we test employees for the agent that is causing 

the pandemic?
- Yes. We should have a program for testing employees.

- The type of program depends on number of different factors that companies 

should evaluate by them self and tailor the final program to their needs based 

on the risk. Some of the factors to consider …

- When you have a case among employees

- When employee has been in close contact with COVID-19 positive person

- When employee works with a medical worker

- When employee comes back from out of town/state travel

- When coming back from medical procedure regardless if it is COVID-19 

related or not.

- When employee is or works with someone who is at higher risk of 

developing severe illness

- Follow the cases in the community; respond with testing as needed
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https://instituteforfoodsafety.cornell.edu/coronavirus-covid-19/food-industry-resources/

about:blank


|  11/16/202032 https://covid19tracker.health.ny.gov/views/NYS-COVID19-Tracker/NYSDOHCOVID-19Tracker-

Map?%3Aembed=yes&%3Atoolbar=no&%3Atabs=n
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Should we test employees for the agent that is causing 

the pandemic?
- Yes. We should have a program for testing employees.

- The type of program depends on number of different factors that companies 

should evaluate by them self and tailor the final program to their needs based 

on the risk. Some of the factors to consider …

- When you have a case among employees

- When employee has been in close contact with COVID-19 positive person

- When employee works with a medical worker

- When employee comes back from out of town/state travel

- When coming back from medical procedure regardless if it is COVID-19 

related or not.

- When employee is or works with someone who is at higher risk of 

developing severe illness

- Follow the cases in the community; respond with testing as needed
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FDA & CDC Guidelines for food production/processing facilities 

and farms

For workers potentially exposed to someone with COVID-19, employers 

should:

- Check temperatures and assess symptoms.

- If no fever (>100.4 F) or symptoms, self-monitor during the shift.

As a general good practice for all workers, employers should:

- Use employer-approved face mask or cloth face covering at all times.

- Practice social distancing or have engineering solutions in place. 

- Handwashing. 

- Clean and disinfect workplaces/stations at frequent intervals. 

https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/food-safety-and-coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19

about:blank
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CDC-Testing Strategy for Coronavirus (COVID-19) in High-Density 

Critical Infrastructure Workplaces after a COVID-19 Case Is 

Identified

Early experience from COVID-19 outbreaks in a variety of settings 

suggests that when symptomatic workers with COVID-19 are identified, 

there are often asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic workers with SARS-

CoV-2 present at the workplace. Testing is important to identify such 

individuals, as they may not know they are infected.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/worker-safety-support/hd-testing.html

about:blank
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If we are testing employees; what kind of test should we use?

Test for Current Infection (Diagnostic testing/Virus testing):

- Performed on nasal/throat swabs, or on saliva

- Targeting either (i) viral RNA or (ii) viral proteins (antigens)

- Antigen test simpler/quicker/less accurate and may need confirmation 

Test for Past Infection (Antibody testing/Serologic testing):

- Performed on blood samples

- Targeting antibodies that appear in the body as a result of virus infection

- Different antibodies appear 1 to 3 weeks after first symptoms appear

- How long the antibodies remain present is not clear

- Does presence of antibodies indicate immunity is also not clear
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Key Questions and Decisions for the Food Industry:

1. Should we test for the agent that is causing the 

pandemic?

1a. Raw ingredients?

1b. Finished Product?

1c. Environment?

1d. Employees?

2. Should we modify the testing we are already doing?

2a. Raw ingredients?

2b. Finished Product?

2c. Environmental monitoring?
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Should we modify the testing of Raw Ingredients during 

pandemic?

Maybe. Probably?

- Are you getting the raw ingredients from the same approved 

supplier as before the pandemic?

- What is the COVID-19 status of your supplier?

- Is your supplier located in any of the COVID-19 hotspots?

- How are ingredients transported to you? 

- …
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For example: You are getting your Spices from Brazil.

https://www.nytimes.com/inte
ractive/2020/world/americas/
brazil-coronavirus-cases.html

https://www.nytimes.com/article/brazil-coronavirus-cases.html

Should we modify the testing of Raw Ingredients during 

pandemic?
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Should we modify the testing of Raw Ingredients during 

pandemic?

https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2020/05/food-fraud-rise-

inevitable-because-of-covid-19/
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Key Questions and Decisions for the Food Industry:

1. Should we test for the agent that is causing the 

pandemic?

1a. Raw ingredients?

1b. Finished Product?

1c. Environment?

1d. Employees?

2. Should we modify the testing we are already doing?

2a. Raw ingredients?

2b. Finished Product?

2c. Environmental monitoring?
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Key Questions and Decisions for the Food Industry:

1. Should we test for the agent that is causing the 

pandemic?

1a. Raw ingredients?

1b. Finished Product?

1c. Environment?

1d. Employees?

2. Should we modify the testing we are already doing?

2a. Raw ingredients?

2b. Finished Product?

2c. Environmental monitoring?
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

YES!
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

CDC/FDA Guidelines
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html

https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html
https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

Employers may determine that modifying production or assembly lines

and staggering workers across shifts would help to maintain overall

manufacturing capacity while measures to minimize exposure to SARS-

CoV-2 are in place. For example, a plant that normally operates on one

daytime shift may be able to split workers into two or three shifts

throughout a 24-hour period. Depending on the items processed or

manufactured in a particular plant, one shift may need to be reserved for

cleaning and sanitization. Alternatively, workers could clean and sanitize

their shared workstations at the beginning and end of their shifts.

CDC/FDA Guidelines
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html

https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html
https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

CDC/FDA Guidelines
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html

https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download

- Modify the alignment of workstations, including along 

production or assembly lines, if feasible, so that workers are at 

least 6 feet apart in all directions (e.g., side-to-side and when 

facing one another), when possible.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html
https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

CDC/FDA Guidelines
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html

https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download

- … use physical barriers, such as plexiglass or other 
impermeable … dividers or partitions, to separate workers from 
each other

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html
https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

CDC/FDA Guidelines
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html

https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download

- … provide unidirectional paths through the operation, … 
including stairs, hallways, and cafeterias, to reduce contact in 
narrow areas

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html
https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

CDC/FDA Guidelines
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html

https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download

- … use floor markings to show proper distancing and floor traffic 
directions

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html
https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

CDC/FDA Guidelines
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html

https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download

- … identify alternative areas to accommodate overflow 
volume, such as training and conference rooms, or use 
outside tents for break and lunch areas

- … consult with a heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
engineer to ensure adequate ventilation and/or adjust 
ventilation in work areas to help increase circulation of 
outdoor air as much as feasible …

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html
https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

CDC/FDA Guidelines
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-manufacturing-workers-employers.html

https://www.fda.gov/media/141141/download

- Develop and implement, if necessary, plans to continue 
essential business functions in cases of higher than usual 
absenteeism.

about:blank
about:blank
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Should we modify the Environmental monitoring during 

pandemic?

YES!

- Re-evaluate your Environmental Monitoring Plan. 

- Increase the frequency of when the Environmental Monitoring 

Plan is re-evaluated.

- Enhance your Environmental Monitoring Plant 
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Key Questions and Decisions for the Food Industry:

1. Should we test for the agent that is causing the 

pandemic?

1a. Raw ingredients? NO

1b. Finished Product? NO

1c. Environment? NO, MAYBE

1d. Employees? YES

2. Should we modify the testing we are already doing?

2a. Raw ingredients? MAYBE, YES

2b. Finished Product? MAYBE, YES

2c. Environmental monitoring? YES
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Thank you!
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